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Covid-19 – game changer

Long-term tradition at IMG (The whole Institute meetings):  

December: Annual IMG Conference
Followed by after conference party

January: Welcoming the new year

Because of Covid-19 regulations in 2021 - 2022: 
All activities in December 2021 and January 2022 
were cancelled and postponed to May 26-27, 2022

May 25, 2023
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Covid-19 – game changer

Based on the last year experience there might be a new 
tradition of the whole Institute meetings:   

January: Welcoming the new year (summary of 
previous year and plans - focused on 

administration and services (CZ)

May: Annual IMG research conference 
Followed by a meeting focused mostly on  

research activities and achievements (EN)
and after conference party

May 25, 2023
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4.  Awards for the best 2022 IMG publications
5.  Plans + Conclusions  
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IMG Council

May 25, 2023

New: Libor Macurek
Ondřej Štěpánek

End: Petr Bartuněk
Jiří Hejnar
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Supervisory 
Board of IMG 

May 25, 2023

End: Václav Hořejší
Jiří Hašek
Jana Pěknicová

New: Ondrej Horváth
Jiří Gabriel
Petr Malý
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Institute 
Management 

Board

Ondrej Horváth, M.D.                       Kamila Dařinová, M.Sc.                         Prof. Petr Svoboda, Ph.D.

End: Vladimír Kořínek
Jiří Hejnar

New: David Staněk
Petr Svoboda

May 25, 2023
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New IMG research
group

May 25, 2023

Joint laboratory of Charles University and IMG
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Picture: a portrait of Milan 
Hasek and his work –
parabiosis
Lept painting
by Roman Havlík, 1983

May 25, 2023

Milan Hasek founder
of IEBG/IMG 
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Outline

January  9, 2023

(A reminder of the man) 

(“The only thing you have left is what you gave away in your lifetime”)
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VEGETATIVE HYBRIDIZATION OF ANIMALS BY JOINT BLOOD CIRCULATION DURING EMBRYONAL DEVELOPMENT

7

Nobel Prize in Physiology 1960: Frank M. Burnet + Peter Medawar –
Discovery of acquired immunological tolerance
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Emil Von Behring prize

May 25, 2023

1968



May 25, 2023

A. Lacassagne prize
1983
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“A van Gogh style of painting of a 
man with a chicken and a nest with 
two eggs in garden”

DALL·E 2 - AI system that can create realistic images 
and art from a description in natural language

May 25, 2023
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“A cubism oil painting of a scientist 
writing a book in garden with  
flowers, chicken and two eggs”
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October 25 – 26, 2022 
Castle Liblice meeting 



Evaluation of the institute from the director’s and PhD student perspectives –
what to improve (org. by Director and PhD committee representatives)

Technology transfer, proof of concept projects, intellectual properties of IMG 
(org. by M. Schmoranz; invited speaker Martin Smekal from CETTAV)

Evaluation of the IMG services and available digital technologies 
(org. by M. Polak. O. Horvath, P. Divina) 

Discussions

IMG large national infrastructures: a vision where they will be in 5 and 10 years 
(org. by Director, M. Polak, and heads of the infrastructures)

Publish or perish / predatory journals / accessibility of journals 
(org. by T. Brdička; invited speaker Jiří. Jirát from CzechElib)

Castle Liblice meeting – program

May 25, 2023
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Rules for keeping laboratory notebooks  

Laboratory data handling

May 25, 2023
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February 28, 2023 / 1st meeting at CZ-OPENSCREEN re. ELN,
storage of laboratory protocols, Inventory management...

Questionnaire survey on the use and forms of laboratory NBs 
and ELN at IMG

Laboratory data handling 

May 25, 2023
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Questionnaire Laboratory notebooks at IMG

May 25, 2023
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Questionnaire Laboratory notebooks at IMG
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Questionnaire Laboratory notebooks at IMG

May 25, 2023
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Questionnaire Laboratory notebooks at IMG

May 25, 2023
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Questionnaire Laboratory notebooks at IMG

May 25, 2023
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Questionnaire Laboratory notebooks at IMG
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FAIR data management

May 25, 2023

(2023), May 19, 10:292 

The notion that data should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable, according to the FAIR 
Principles, has become a global norm for good data stewardship and a prerequisite for reproducibility. 
Nowadays, FAIR guides data policy actions and professional practices in the public and private sectors. Despite 
such global endorsements, however, the FAIR Principles are aspirational, remaining elusive at best, and 
intimidating at worst. 

The FAIR Cookbook covers the key steps in a FAIRifcation journey, the levels and indicators of FAIRness, the 
maturity model, the technologies, the tools and the standards available, as well as the skills required, and the 
challenges to achieve and improve data FAIRness. Part of the ELIXIR ecosystem, and recommended by 
funders, the FAIR Cookbook is open to contributions of new recipes.
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IMG-ELN

FAIR data management - Hot topic with growing interest.

In Pub Med at 2023: 375 references; first 2016

Electronic laboratory notebooks ELN) - an important part of the process.
Discussion with CETTAV (Center of Technology transfer at Cz. Acad. Sci).
CETTAV recommends Labfolder used at MPI 

230 USD/year/person
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IMG - ELN?

IMG – ELN: based on the know-how of CZ-Openscreen.
Option to prepare our own ELN, simple, robust, with all
required parameters we need. CETTAV is also preparing
some instructions for ELN and we will evaluate it.
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Playground renovation – 22. 5. 2023 

May 25, 2023
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Outline  
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https://www.img.cas.cz/files/2023/05/Scientific-report-2022.pdf
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Top research papers 

May 25, 2023

The findings reveal the role of co-receptor-bound LCK in T cell biology, show that CD4- and CD8-bound LCK drive T 
cell development and efector immune responses using qualitatively diferent mechanisms and identify the co-
receptor–LCK interactions as promising targets for immunomodulation.
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Top Research papers  

May 25, 2023

The data identifed CMTM4 as an essential component of IL-17R and a potential therapeutic target for 
treating IL-17-mediated autoimmune diseases.
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Top research papers  

May 25, 2023

The authors provide evidence explaining how the DExD/H domain functions in an ATP-independent manner, 
segregates miRNA from the RNAi pathway in vivo, and makes Dicer an essential gatekeeper in miRNA 
biogenesis.
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The data identify BRAT1 as a factor important for the efficient functioning of the Integrator, thus linking the 
neuropathology of patients with the BRAT1 mutation and patients with the Integrator mutations.

Top research papers  
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Top research papers

May 25, 2023

Collectively, these data show that PARP inhibitors impede the maturation of nascent DNA strands during DNA 
replication, and implicate unligated Okazaki fragments and other nascent strand discontinuities in the cytotoxicity 
of the PARP inhibitors.
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The findings suggest a preferential pairing model for the distribution of medular thymic epithelial cells (TEC)-
derived antigens among distinct populations of thymic DCs.

Top research papers  
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The study revealed that plectin-controlled cytoarchitecture and balanced internal distribution of tension are 
directly linked to cell cohesion and maintenance of epithelial stability.

Top research papers  
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Top-research papers

May 25, 2023

Genotoxic treatments, such as radiation and some chemotherapy drugs, are a mainstay of cancer therapy, 

but they often fail to fully destroy tumor cells. Normal cells can protect themselves from genotoxic insults 

by activating the G1 cell cycle checkpoint, but this checkpoint is often dysfunctional in tumors.

The authors discovered that tumor cells can activate a nuclease that causes limited induction of DNA 

breaks at specific sites, which is coordinated with the process of DNA break repair. These self-inflicted 

DNA breaks trigger the G2 cell cycle checkpoint, preventing tumor cells from cycling and protecting 

them from death due to treatment-induced DNA damage.
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Top research papers  

May 25, 2023

Our experiments highlight DDX17 helicase as a potential genome caretaker during transcription-induced 
replication stress. Our findings suggest that DDX17 might be involved in R-loop unwinding at sites of TRCs to 
promote replication restart via the MUS81–LIG4–ELL axis.
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Top research papers

May 25, 2023

Collectively, these data show that PARP inhibitors impede the maturation of nascent DNA strands during DNA 
replication, and implicate unligated Okazaki fragments and other nascent strand discontinuities in the cytotoxicity 
of the PARP inhibitors.
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Award of the Director of the Institute of Molecular Genetics

of the Czech Academy of Sciences

For novel essential scientific knowledge

obtained in scientific research (further referred to as “Award”)

The Award shall be granted to the team of authors of an original publication that 

appeared in the past calendar year. The Award was granted for the first time in 2021 

for results published in 2020.

Every year, a maximum of three best publications shall be awarded, in the order of 

first, by a sum of CZK 120,000, second, by a sum of CZK 90,000, and third, by a sum 

of CZK 60,000 (the amounts have been increased since 2023 starting by publications 

from the year 2022). The distribution of the award to individual authors shall be 

decided by the corresponding author of the publication.

The proposals for granting the Award in the particular calendar year shall be 

prepared by the IMG Council and presented to the IMG Director.

May 25, 2023
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Award of the Director of the Institute of Molecular Genetics

of the Czech Academy of Sciences

For novel essential scientific knowledge

obtained in scientific research (further referred to as “Award”)

The funds associated with granting the Award shall 

be covered from the estate of former IMG 

Director, Prof Josef Říman, DSc, (information in 

Czech) whose wish was “to use these funds for 

awarding individuals and/or scientific teams for 

novel essential scientific knowledge obtained 

during their scientific research in every calendar 

year.”

https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_%C5%98%C3%ADman
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May 25, 2023
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Outline  
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Plans + Conclusions

1. 2023 budget – balanced, without debts after restrictions (electricity and gas price) + inflation
2. As usual, we expect numerous controls and evaluations (Office of the Director, Administration)
3. Continuing renovations in Koleč, building maintenance. Search for new group leader using chicken 

models
4. Finishing renovation in BIOCEV (BSL3)  – OPENED on March 9, 2023
5. Continuing research and preclinical studies with PREVECAN (phospholipids produced in CZ-OPENSCREEN 

- preclinical studies) in collaboration with Smart Brain, 
6. Lot of work for all Committees (Ph.D., Animals, Ethics, Literature, Accommodation, Instruments 

purchase, Microscopy, and others)  
7. Liblice meeting regarding the future direction of IMG – (?) depending on energy money spending
8. New IMG web intranet – improving – (?) 
9. Preparing agreement with Charles University re D. Rozbesky’s joint workplace of IMG and Faculty of 

Science CU
10. Many other administrative and service duties
11. ELN – IMG (?) in collaboration with CZ-OPENSCREEN
12. Great research discoveries in all research groups; reflecting, among others, efficient collaborations at 

all levels and perfect research and administration services.

May 25, 2023
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Many thanks
for your excellent cooperation at all levels

&
Thank you for your attention

May 25, 2023
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Outline  

May 25, 2023


